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The increase in global threat and circle of death in terror planned and delivered with precision no 

doubt increased the vulnerability of our common world and humanity to agents, routes and weapons 

of mass kill. These global challenges question the foundations of our collective security. The findings 

of the study critically implicate i) the inability of the international community to articulate common 

definitional framework on global terrorism; ii) the common will of State actors to individually and 

collectively legislate, classify and/or declassify Neo-terrorism as act against humanity; iii) the role of 

intelligence in spinning and/or countering the scale of terror, that is, at what point willy-nilly does 

strategic intelligence transmute to terrorism? Through content analysis and ratiocination of relevant 

intelligence on terror, the study discursively analyzed critical polemics around global circle of death 

in terror. Study recommends radical Terrointelligence analysis on the Intelligence of Terror to 

understand the sublime relationship between our humanity in conflict, the common world of freedom, 

Peace and Justice. 

ABSTRACT 
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1. Introduction 

The End of 20th Century heralded a new Millennium of increased precision in governments’ solutions, decision 

making processes and implementing multilateral strategic alliances among nation states. Heads of States and 

Governments at all levels renewed Oaths of Responsibility and Allegiance to States and Peoples of all nations with 

such unprecedented preparedness and political will. Unfortunately, the evolving, devolving, convolving increase in 

global circle of death in terror planned and delivered with increased precision in the 21st Century no doubt increased 

the vulnerability of our common world, humanity and science to agents, routes and weapons of mass kill. These 

apparent monumental challenges to global security despite the trillions of dollars in defence budgets around the 

world on intelligence priming, command and control hardware and software, capacity and personnel cost, disaster 

management, death technology and control, moratoria, resolutions and summits continually question the 

foundations of our collective security.  

Critical studies around the intelligence of global terror reveal increased rate of intercontinental vulnerability and 

susceptibility to terror acts and strategies which largely implicate the apparent inability of the international 

community to i) articulate a common framework of understanding on rising incidence of global terrorism and/or 

neo-terrorism. This situation creates somewhat ‘inaction in action’ effects on, and deconstructs collegial political will 

and capacity against terrorism nationally, regionally and internationally; ii) The impact of such seemly global 

reticence on the part of the comity of nations to commonly define Who are the Terrorists maximally denies the 

common will of nation states to individually and collectively define the parameters of terrorism and legislate against 

what acts could be agreeably classified and declassified as terrorism in the wake of rising global threat and death in 

terror? These critically undermine the supreme integrity of the United Nations and the continental hegemonies to 

lead concerted efforts to contain the rising incidence of terror nationally, regionally and internationally; iii) the 

intertwining role of intelligence in spinning and/or countering the scale of terror is critical and imprecise; that is, at 

what point does strategic intelligence transmute to strategic terrorism or how do we deconstruct terrorism to 

constructive intelligence for world peace, what are the causes on course? What is the terror in intelligence and/or 

intelligence in terrorism? Can there be terrorism without intelligence? What and how is the future of today defined 

in terms of livability, humanity and science? In the defense against terror/ism, it is vital to understand the historical 

tenacity of the past in the past, the presence of the past, the future of present and the ‘livability of the future’. At 

what points do these emerging capabilities interact, overarch and/or convolve? When these capacities are 

sequenced and analyzed on the crucible of globalization, the product is not only precocious but could have great 

consequences on the peace of nations. As such, proactive measures begin with radical Terrointelligence analysis 

with a view to generate scientific discourse and/or big thinking on the Intelligence / Capability of Terror; to 

understand the sublime relationship between our humanity in conflict, the common world of freedom, peace and 

justice. The fact is: How do we think for the unthinking world, reason the unreasonable, act the inactions and 

‘actionable’, terrorize the terrorists to defend our humanity in what ways, when, how, with what intelligence? It 

begins with tactful conceptualization of the parameters of terrorism. 

Conceptualizing Terrorism 

At the defining moments of terrorism, it is important to clearly understand: Who are the Terrorists? How is terrorism 

defined in relation to liberation struggles? What is the possibility of proactively conceptualizing terrorism in terms 

of i) terrorizing the terrorist(s) – a concept that not only examines terrorism, neo-terrorism and terrorist acts but 

essentially conditions and circumstances that foment, nurture, and lead to terrorism and terror activities including 

all measures aimed to detect, counter and deter terrorism and terrorists; ii) the various levels of deliberate, tactical 

intelligence manipulation leading to but not limited to deliberate and institutional subversion of sovereign 

nationalities, policy failures and reversals and surreptitious undermining of political, economic, religious, cultural 

imperatives; iii) meted global injustices that lead to palpable conditions for sectoral, regional or international 

terrorism? How could (global) politico-economic defence against terrorism be strategized to encapsulate tactical 

eradication of extreme poverty, inhuman conditions that precipitate insurgencies, extreme ideological leanings, 

ecoterrorism and terror-traumatization? When shall the global hegemonies rise above global boundaries to prioritize 

justice, peace and security of our common future? 
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The concept of Terrorism is strongly perceived and argued in the study as multidisciplinary field of science. There is 

hardly any aspect of science that cannot study terrorism either in the causes or effects given the changing and 

challenging capacities of terror in our world today. Concepts like a) Political terrorism that is interdisciplinary largely 

implicates all forms of apolitical leadership, actionable inactions,1despotism, unpopular governance and all 

obnoxious international, regional and domestic policies and practices of regimes (civilian or military) that precipitate, 

trigger or steer national fear and anxiety, despondency, deprivation, destitution, insurrection, armed violence, 

national or regional conflicts. It includes political subversion, tactical decapitation of people’s rights and dignity, 

socio-cultural rights and values, denial of fundamental rights, including regimes and policies that encourage 

exclusivist policy practices, denigration, oppression and personal rule; b) Economic terrorism involves deliberate 

exploitation and manipulation of economic indices, leverages, opportunity costs, changing economic variables (e.g. 

FOREX), principles and econometrics that deepen inequality, uncertainty, exploitation, national and international 

complexes. c) Religious terrorism implicates deliberate or tactical use of religious doctrines, teachings, belief 

practices and hermeneutics against fundamental and inalienable rights of the people, the state and freedom of 

worship. It includes denial of divine rights of the people and nations as sacred, natural and universal. It could also be 

surreptitiously deployed to compel perpetual or temporal obedience to religious creed or advance religious 

extremism, radicalization or bigotry; d) Eco Terrorism – global discourse on climate change cannot be devoid of the 

mutual respect for national and natural boundaries or the principle of territoriality. Ecoterrorism involves 

unreasonable violation or abuse of international geographies, environmental rights and nature-nurture rights across 

nations and biospheres. This means that the concept of global humanity actually begins with the observation and 

maintenance of environmental rights and values for all persons irrespective of creed, nationality, naturality or social 

status. It implicates all abuse of natural bounties across geographies that precipitate and trigger terror warfare, 

internecine conflicts, seismic threats, conventional and unconventional wars (threat or use of Atomic, Biological and 

Chemical weapons); e) Intelligence terrorism involves tactical manipulation, deception, abuse or exploitation of 

intelligence as science or instrument of warfare. This is exhaustively examined in the study. 

To this extent, there is no generally acceptable, all-inclusive conceptualization of terrorism perhaps because of the 

limitations of logical conceptualization, human knowledge or metascience. As a social phenomenon, terrorism is 

increasingly perceived as conceptually subjective, definably polarized and thematically unconventional. A cursory 

review of some popular scholastic and global understanding of terrorism will suffice the multivariate nature of the 

term. Alex P. Schmid perceives terrorism as … “an anxiety-inspiring method of repeated violent action, employed by 

(semi-) clandestine individual, group or state actors, for idiosyncratic, criminal or political reasons …. The immediate 

human victims of violence are generally chosen randomly (targets of opportunity) or selectively (representative or 

symbolic targets) from a target population, and serve as message generators.” (Tuman 2010). Bruce Hoffman defines 

terrorism as “… the deliberate creation and exploitation of fear through violence or the threat of violence in the 

pursuit of political change” (Howard and Bruce Hoffman 2012). He distinguishes terrorism and terrorist from variety 

of crimes and criminals, irregular fighters, irregular warfare, secessionist struggles and liberation fighters ostensibly 

arguing that terrorism is: a) ineluctably political in aims and motives; b) violent–or, equally important, threatens 

violence; c) designed to have far-reaching psychological repercussions beyond the immediate victim or target; d) 

conducted either by an organization with an identifiable chain of command or conspiratorial cell structure or by 

individuals or a small collection of individuals directly influenced, motivated, or inspired by the ideological aims or 

example of some existent terrorist movement and/or its leaders; e) perpetrated by a subnational group or nonstate 

entity; and f) through the publicity generated by their violence, seek to obtain the leverage, influence, and power 

they otherwise lack to effect political change on either a local or an international scale (Howard and Hoffman 2012). 

Noam Chomsky opines that while literary approach attempts a rational and dialectical conceptualization of the term, 

the propagandistic framework perceives terrorism as a strategic weapon, or political instrument exploited and 

deployed “in the service of some system of power” to maintain or wield hegemonic military might over perceived 

enemies (Chomsky 1991). Charles Tilly, a core social scientist strongly argues that “Terrorists range across a wide 

spectrum of organisations, circumstances and beliefs. Terrorism is not a single coherent phenomenon. No social 

 
Actionable inactions refer to actions, situations that require immediate practical actions, decisions, response to avert 

all the more dangerous, implosive or explosive situations but were deliberately or unwittingly delayed, denied, 

suspended or avoided; e.g. the inaction of the UN on Rwandan genocide of 1994. 
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scientist can speak responsibly as though it were”. Obadiah Mailafia rationalizing the views of Tilly contends that 

terrorism as a social phenomenon is pandemic, transnational, and wields across variety of cultures, social 

institutions, political forces, and religious ideologies and has been deployed in some way by governments of world 

powers and developing countries including a whole brigade of environmentalists, freedom fighters, secessionists 

and anarchists (Mailaifa 2012). However, he understands terrorism “to mean all forms of violent action by 

clandestine and semi-clandestine actors aimed at achieving criminal, military, religious, political or other objectives, 

with such actions often directed at government and non-combatant populations with the deliberate objective of 

spreading fear, anxiety and terror” (Mailafia 2012).  

However, the international community remains deeply torn in articulating a globally acceptable definition of 

terrorism. This undoubtedly creates a critical gap in knowledge and action against terror. Rather, there is a general 

consensus on the need to prevent, combat, detect and deter terrorism, terrorists and all kinds of terrorist acts 

perpetrated in breach of fundamental rights but devising an all-inclusive operational framework remains a target. 

Series of conferences and summits of Heads of States and Governments (HSG), intergovernmental and transnational 

organizations, states and regional governments, stakeholders and non-state actors, foremost security organizations 

(UNSC, ASF, USAFRICOM, NATO, CIAs, DSS, FBIs, CIDs)2 including the United Nations and renowned academia have 

since started to chart new cause of action aimed at understanding and formulating concerted global action against 

terrorism and acts considered inimical to world peace. It is must state that although the United Nations has not 

proffered a global definition of terrorism, its concern and practical efforts against it are not in doubt. More than a 

decade ago, in September 8, 2006, the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) proactively articulated, 

coordinated and demonstrated the capacity to unify global effort against terrorism when it adopted the Global 

Counter-Terrorism Strategy. This strategy is a unique global instrument to operationally enhance, network, 

coordinate and strengthen national, regional and international efforts to counter, prevent, combat and deter 

terrorism, terrorists and all forms of terror activities around the world.  Practical efforts in this direction include a 

wide array of measures and policy frameworks meted by individual member states and collectively as world body 

ranging from a) addressing the conditions conducive to the spread of terrorism, b) preventing and combating 

terrorism, c) building states’ capacity to counter terrorist threats and strengthening the role of the United Nations 

to better coordinate counter-terrorism activities around the world, d) strengthening appropriate legislative, political, 

economic and other necessary efforts ensuring human rights and rule of law (UN CTITF 2006).  Invariably, some of 

these strategic instruments and practical steps have no doubt given greater understanding of terrorism, terrorist 

acts and the ways and manner to deal with them across human divides. The European Union (EU) on its part, despite 

not having a generally acceptable definition of terrorism, does have several conciliar documents and frameworks to 

prevent, combat, counter and deter terrorism and acts considered as such. The EU Council Common Position 

2001/931/CFSP and Council Framework Decision 2002/475/JHA on combating terrorism understand terrorist 

offences as acts considered as ‘seriously intimidating a population’, ‘unduly compelling a government or 

international organisation to perform or abstain from performing any act’, or ‘seriously destabilising or destroying 

the fundamental political, constitutional, economic or social structures of a country or an international organisation’. 

The Council of Europe Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism (CETS No 196, 2005) criminalises public 

provocation to commit a terrorist offence, recruitment and training for terrorism while the Additional Protocol to 

the Convention adopted and signed on October 22, 2015 “criminalises being recruited for terrorism, receiving 

training for terrorism, travelling to another state for purposes related to terrorism, and providing or collecting funds 

for such travel” (European Parliament Research Service 2015). The EU Parliamentary Resolution of 11 February 2015 

details anti-terrorism measures and enjoins EU member states to actively and collectively enhance global 

partnership against terrorism, nationally, regionally and internationally (European Parliament Research Service 

2015). 

The African Union (AU) like other regional organizations also does not have regionally acceptable definition of 

terrorism but has strategic instruments and conventions on prevention, counter and anti-terrorism frameworks for 

detecting credible intelligence on terror and combating terrorism. One of such is the Algiers Convention of 14 July 

 
2United Nations Security Council (UNSC), Africa Standby Force (ASF), US African Command (USAFRICOM), 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), Criminal Investigation Agency (CIAs), Department of State Service or 

State Security Service (DSS/SSS), Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBIs), Criminal Investigation Department (CIDs).  
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1999 in which “Terrorist act” is exhaustively defined in Article 1 Part 3: “as (a) any act which is a violation of the 

criminal laws of a State Party and which may endanger the life, physical integrity or freedom of, or cause serious 

injury or death to, any person, any number or group of persons or causes or may cause damage to public or private 

property, natural resources, environmental or cultural heritage and is calculated or intended to: (i) intimidate, put 

in fear, force, coerce or induce any government, body, institution, the general public or any segment thereof, to do 

or abstain from doing any act, or to adopt or abandon a particular standpoint, or to act according to certain 

principles; or (ii) disrupt any public service, the delivery of any essential service to the public or to create a public 

emergency; or (iii) create general insurrection in a State (Council of Arab Ministers, 1988).  

According to the United States Department of Defence (US DoD), terrorism is “the calculated use of unlawful 

violence or threat of unlawful violence to inculcate fear; intended to coerce or to intimidate governments or societies 

in the pursuit of goals that are generally political, religious or ideological” (SECBRIEF 2014). The United States Federal 

Bureau of Investigation (FBI), on its part, defines terrorism as “The unlawful use of force or violence against persons 

or property to intimidate or coerce a government, the civilian population, or any segment thereof, in furtherance of 

political or social objectives” (National Institute of Justice 2011). In the Anti-Terrorism Act, 2000 of the United 

Kingdom, Section 1(1): “terrorism” means the use or threat of action where- the action falls within subsection (2), 

the use or threat is designed to influence the Government or to intimidate the public or a section of the public; and 

the use or threat is made for the purpose of advancing a political, religious or ideological cause. The Indian 

Prevention of Terrorism Ordinance, 2001 (POTO) defines “terrorist act” as: “An act done by using weapons and 

explosive substances or other methods in a manner as to cause or likely to cause death or injuries to any person or 

loss or damage to property or disruption of essential supplies and services or by any other means necessary with 

intent to threaten the unity and integrity of India or to strike terror in any section of the people.” (Council of Arab 

Ministers 1998) From all these multifarious definitions and conceptualizations of terrorism, the major challenge in 

trying to understand terrorism is the fact that purviews are significantly divergent along the cause and effects. The 

fact that ‘one man’s meat is another man’s poison’, that is, “one man’s terrorist is another man’s freedom fighter” 

or one nation’s fight against terrorism could constitute an invasion of sovereign rights of another state defines the 

trail of ambiguity and subtlety in critically distilling terrorism, insurgency from “the legitimate struggle of peoples 

under foreign occupation and colonial or alien domination in the exercise of their right to self-determination in 

accordance with the principles of international law” (European Parliament Research Service 2015). As Obadiah 

argued, both Ronald Reagan of America and Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher of Britain summarily profiled the 

imprisoned Nelson Mandela and his colleagues as “terrorists” while most Africans and other people of the world 

perceive them as ‘freedom fighters’ and heroes of historic liberation struggle against Apartheid and racial 

subjugation in South Africa (Mailafia 2012). These divergent views of terrorism, terrorist acts and terrorists reflect 

the inter-operational complexities of the term and the concern demonstrated at different capacities to control and 

contain the pandemic menace. Given the risks and challenges of our fast globalizing humanity there is the greater 

need for states to expeditiously, collectively and individually act to protect, secure and defend our common global 

patrimony. Superior global intelligence and prerogative of international justice constitute the first line of defence 

against terrorism and all sums of neo-terrorism. The study then shall examine the concept of Terrointelligence 

strategy since human intelligence is the livewire of terrorism. There is neither terrorism without intelligence nor can 

the war against global circle of terror be won without intelligence; as such, understanding Terrointelligence becomes 

radical to the control of terrorism. 

2. Literature Review 

Conceptual Review  

Understanding Terrointelligence Strategy 

The concept of Terrointelligence derives from the intricate relationship between terror/ism, intelligence and 

strategy including the capabilities, management and economy of power. Further, it examines the evolution, 

devolution, involution/convolutions and solutions of intelligence as power/strategy (powerism) and intelligence as 

terror/ism. 
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Evolution 

Contextually, Terrointelligence is the study [in theoretical categories] of the scientific processes of the evolution, 

devolution, involution and solutions of Intelligence as intelligence and as terrorism and power. It examines the 

multivariate levels, components and structure of strategic terrorism and intelligence operations. 

Historically, terrorism has persisted through the ages with an ever-evolving destructive power posture and 

propensity of maximizing death and destruction of live properties. Terrointelligence broadens the study and 

categorization of intelligence, structure, parameter and layers of strategic terrorism including neo-terrorism. As a 

relatively new concept, it encapsulates the new millennial events in search of the possibility of new framework for 

understanding the configurative relationship between intelligence, terror and power. Thus in examining the frontiers 

of global peace security as the acts of terrorism, Terrointelligence discovers that terrorism has persisted due to 

(among others):  

1. the apparent institutional ‘incapability’ of intelligence to proactively detect, tract and deter intelligence of 

terror; 

2. the institutional inability of Council of the United Nations to define, sufficiently measure and coordinate the 

nexus of terror and intelligence;   

3. apparent lack of confidence in the institutional capacity of United Nations or other regional organization to 

contain terror; 

4. consequences of inaction, action, or willful compromise of States; 

5. the structure and operations of the Intelligence communities around the world; 

6. the unlimited control and/or abuse of special sciences, gaining on the ‘wilding’, negatively exploiting 

globalization mechanisms or ‘extreming’ universality of terror sciences in the contemporary time; 

7. persistence of rogue states, criminal experts and inordinate non-state actors, 

8. sustained global injustices and deepening political rifts and imbalance, 

9. increased hegemonic influences that often undermine, mastermind or surreptitiously pull-down sovereign 

interests, polities, perceived political enemies, or ideological deviants; 

10. decreasing regional economic capabilities by other means, 

11. increasing politico-religious extremism, 

12. rise in the ‘unthinking world’ and terror science capabilities 

13. lack of respect for fundamental and inalienable rights, including eco-rights etc. 

14. abuse of international justice or prerogatives of justice among nations; 

15. Proliferation of political terrorism and above of sovereign rights; 

Terrointelligence strategy examines with theoretical fineness the devolving-convolving sensible-intelligible species 

of terror to include inter alia, the age-long inevitable consequences of neo-terrorism and/or political subversions 

defined in multivariate terms to include: i) “Actions designed to undermine the military, economic, psychological, or 

political strength or morale of a governing authority” (Dictionary of Joint Education and Doctrine Division 2010). ii) 

A planned series of activities designed to accomplish political objectives by influencing, dominating, or displacing 

individuals or groups who are so placed as to affect the decisions and actions of another government (Dictionary of 
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Joint Education and Doctrine Division 2010). iii) “A destructive, aggressive activity aimed to destroy the country, 

nation, or geographical area of your enemy... [by demoralizing the cultural values and changing the population's 

perception of reality]”; iv) “the undermining or detachment of the loyalties of significant political and social groups 

within the victimized state, and their transference, under ideal conditions, to the symbols and institutions of the 

aggressor.” (Blackstock 1964) v) “Subversive Activity — Anyone lending aid, comfort, and moral support to 

individuals, groups, or organizations that advocate the overthrow of incumbent governments by force and violence 

is subversive and is engaged in subversive activity. All willful acts that are intended to be detrimental to the best 

interests of the government and that do not fall into the categories of treason, sedition, sabotage, or espionage will 

be placed in the category of subversive activity” (Dictionary of Joint Education and Doctrine Division 2010). vi) 

external subversion is where, “the aggressor state attempts to recruit and assist indigenous political and military 

actors to overthrow their government by coup d’état” (Hosmer and Tanham 1986). The problem is that defining 

subversion in terms of its operational capacity and outcome lacks precision. Charles Townshend opines that 

subversion as a term is “so elastic as to be virtually devoid of meaning, and its use does little more than convey the 

enlarged sense of the vulnerability of modern systems to all kinds of covert assaults” (Rosenau 2007). In fact, 

different strategists, theorist and exponents perceive the term variably; as such there is no single universally accepted 

definition of the term (Spjut 1979). Others include the first and second waves of Terrointelligence hypotheses, which 

largely involve the use of strategic deception, manipulation, counterinsurgency, counterterrorism and control of 

intelligence by State and/or non-state actors. Tactical operations deployed in the global war on terror include the 

various operations used in the war in Iraq and fight against insurgency (2001-11), War in Afghanistan (2001-2014-), 

Pakistan support to Global war on terror (2001-2011), Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) in the Trans Sahara as 

counter-terrorism/insurgency measures, to control and contain small arms proliferation and drug trafficking across 

North and central Africa. OEF various operations at the Horn of Africa and the Red Sea (2006-present) to contain and 

counter extremism, counterinsurgency and counter-terrorism initiatives across Horn of Africa and war in Somalia; 

Operation Enduring Freedom in the Philippines (2002-2015) to destroy radical Islamic extremism, militancy, 

radicalization and organisation. In Nigeria, the war on terror with the support of regional and international allies 

recorded tremendous success under various intense military operations in the Northeast like “Operation Lafiya 

Dole”, “Operation Rescue Final”, “Operation Crackdown,” to wipe out the dreaded Boko Haram terrorists (Onoja 

2017) and Operation Python dance to contain and control secessionist violence in the Southeast Nigeria and the 

counterinsurgency measures against herdsmen terrorism across Nigeria. There is also the  unresolved ‘leftovers, 

spillovers, and hangovers’ of the continued human and ecological terrorism for instance the place and future of the 

terror-traumatized across the world; Internally Displaced Persons and terror induced migrations in the Middle East, 

Northeast Nigeria/Africa and various locations in the Southwest and Southeast Asia including suicide missions 

remain pulsating in the contemporary times; often causing epochal shift in the understanding and definition of 

terrorism in the broadest sense.  

The Third Wave is the critical assessment of possible solution of the Quality in Quantity of Terrointelligence network, 

the fast spiral spread of ‘ideology of extremism’ or radicalism across the world, the critical assessment of the 

multivariate terrorism capacities of poverty, increasing radical political ideologies, inequality, social injustice and 

apolitical interventions often considered as triggers, causal and/or consequential factors of terror activities. The big 

question is: Why and how the apparent inability of the World powers and International Community to contain if not 

eradicate the ravaging ‘ideology of extremism’ and/or terrorism despite the multitrillion dollar defence budgets and 

global investments in Intelligence, counterterrorism and counterinsurgency efforts, human security and poverty 

eradication measures including concerted global efforts to social justice around the world? This does not preclude 

the tremendous success recorded across nations in the war on terror.  

 Involution 

On a larger perspective, Terrointelligence questions the validity and reliability of the mass of security intelligence in 

the various forms of Imagery, Signal, technical, and other levels of communication, command and control, computer 

and even human intelligence et cetera that are applied to detect, counter and deter spurious intelligence, terrorists 

and terrorism. These could be reasoned from the continued failure of intelligence to contain new forms of terrorism 

across the world. There is also the problem of lack of preparedness or reactionary tactics of foremost World 
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Intelligence Communities to promptly detect, secure, and share effective intelligence to detect, counter, deter the 

rising post-9/11 terrorism and insurgency across political sovereignties and religious sanctuaries around the world. 

For instance, the incessant violations of extraterritoriality, sovereign integrity, communal rights, invasion and 

subjugation of political cultures of nations of peoples, dignity and freedom of persons by various means including 

subtle and unbridled race for global hegemony are indications of the emerging platforms for neo-terrorism that 

strongly challenge and threaten global peace. Realizably, threat against international community is threat against 

humanity and science; consequently, the need for holistic restructuring and redefinition of the security nexus of 

power, intelligence and strategy, the reevaluation and redefinition of the rules and operations of security to 

competently deal with the ever-emerging global threats. Such concerted effort includes the critical analysis of: a) 

intelligibility of intelligence, b) the instruments, platforms and institutions used or employed in counterintelligence 

examination, c) instruments (legal and provisional) and institutions deployed against counterterrorism, 

counterinsurgency and counter poverty d) political will, financial and ethical imperatives against intelligence 

revolution. It requires total analysis and data banking of who is doing what, for whom, with whom, for what, where, 

when and how? 

The different cases of insurgency across the world present the inevitable consequences of an overarching, inter-

tangling political cum religious ideological intercourse. For instance, the hegemonic ideology of the West and the 

traditional rivalry of the Asian Middle East, Politics and religion, subversion and pillage of Africanity and the overall 

relegation and desecration of the inalienable values and sanctity of human dignity, rising political impunity, flagrant 

abuse of social justice and fundamental rights including willful distortion of history across the world are empirical 

instances. The Middle East crisis presents a scenario of a region in turmoil occasioned by a combination of factors – 

political, social, economic, religious, and ideological. The reality is to determine the justiceability remotely or directly 

of the near annihilation of a people and region; to what extent can one measure or compare the magnitude of the 

loss of humanity to the lasting consequences of regional destabilization, demise of nations, psychological, biological, 

traumatic warfare among the people, nations and region.  

On Africa, Nigeria presents an intricate, cultural mix of an extremely dissimilar political divide. The persistent conflict 

and crises in Africa of the West arguably reflect the outcome of the intercostal relationship between the hegemony 

of the West and the interjected and interfused political ‘regimentation’ of West African states and Nigeria in 

particular. The fact that Nigeria among other African states at the moment has not righted this whimsical political 

interfusion of African peoples, cultures and communities does not obliterate the implosive political concomitance 

of colonialism including radical ideological regeneration as the possible origin of armed struggles, political, economic 

and socio-cultural conflicts in Nigeria and West African sub region since what affects Nigeria invariably affects the 

region and continent. Rather than build a geostrategic foundation for political emancipation of modern Africa, 

imperialism clearly demonstrates the extent and consequences of western pillage and denigration of Africanity and 

the subtle reverberations of neo-colonization across the continent: 

Modern Nigeria emerged through the merging of two British colonial territories in 1914. The amalgamation 

was an act of colonial convenience. It occurred mainly because British colonizers desired a contiguous 

colonial territory stretching from the arid Sahel to the Atlantic Coast, and because Northern Nigeria, one of 

the merging units, was not paying its way while Southern Nigeria, the other British colony, generated 

revenue in excess of its administrative expenses…. The amalgamation…has often been invoked by Nigerians 

as the foundation of the rancorous relationship between the two regions of Nigeria. Northern Nigeria, now 

broken into several states and three geopolitical blocs, is largely Muslim…. The South, an ethnically diverse 

region containing many states and three geopolitical units, is largely Christian. The major sociopolitical 

influences there are Western and traditional African…. These differences have been a source of political 

disagreements and suspicions between the two regions since colonial times…. To add to this cauldron, each 

of the two regions contains ethnic and religious minorities who harbor grievances against ethnic and 

religious majorities they see as hegemonic oppressors. These grievances are sometimes expressed through 

bitter political complaints, through sectarian crises stoked by political elites and incendiary media rhetoric, 

and through violent insurgencies (Ochonu 2014). 
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Secondly, the secessionist violence in the Southeast Nigeria and the opportunist Boko Harm terrorism in the 

Northeastern Nigeria is not just about the unprecedented and sustained political and religious corruption in Nigeria, 

abuse of fundamental and inalienable rights and values, tactical decapitation and desecration of Nigerian traditions 

and customs, culture and norms rather, it predicates over ten decades of reverberating Nigerian patrimony.  

Between 1947 and 1959 Nigerian nationalist leaders from different regional, ethnic, and religious 

communities came together in a series of conferences and parliaments to negotiate the transition to self-

rule and to map out a common future. During these interactions and in the first few years after 

independence in 1960, the jarring effects of arbitrary colonial unification manifested as seemingly 

irreconcilable differences of aspirations, priorities, and visions. So deep were these religious and ethnic 

antagonisms that one Northern Nigerian Muslim nationalist leader declared Nigeria “the mistake of 1914” 

while a prominent Southern Nigerian Christian nationalist figure called Nigeria “a mere geographic 

expression” (Ochonu 2014). 

It is argued that since the grand strategy of the Coalition War on Terror could not obliterate terrorism than deepen 

insurgency, the current Nigerian short-term grand strategy of containing Boko Haram terrorism and new forms of 

politico-economic terrorism including the ravaging terror-herdsmenism could only deepen the transmutation of 

terrorism and abuse of Terrointelligence in Nigeria in the long run.  

Similarly, the National Christian Elders Forum (NCEF) composed of retired Nigerian military generals and Christian 

elders observed that Nigeria is speedily drifting towards a needless political implosion and socio-religious conflict 

that can culminate in another civil war. The Nigerian veterans insist that: “The real problem with the country is that 

Jihad has been launched in Nigeria and Islamists that have been interfering in the governance of the country using 

“Taqiyya” (approved deception) as “Stealth/Civilisation Jihad” and Boko Haram and Fulani herdsmen as violent Jihad, 

are relentless in their pursuit of eradicating democracy in Nigeria” (Adepegba 2017). It is vital to note that there is 

sustained attack and national threat to Nigerian sovereignty under various ulterior motives, objectives and 

ideological ramifications. This has given expression to various sums of secession plots and complots from the cradle 

of Nigerian independence but has become more auspicious in current times. The NCEF stated: “The objective of the 

Islamists is to supplant the constitution of Nigeria with Sharia ideology as the source of legislation in the nation. The 

conflict between democracy as national ideology and Sharia as a usurping ideology is responsible for the crisis 

unfolding in Nigeria. The nation is in the throes of Jihad” (Adelani Adepegba 2017). Ochonu describes the scenario 

thus: “The desperate advancement of religious solutions to socioeconomic and political problems has deepened 

social fissures and spawned extremist and violent insurgencies such as the ongoing Boko Haram Islamist terrorist 

campaign, which has killed and maimed Christians and Muslims alike” (Ochonu 2014). Perhaps the right step not 

taken is the non-adherence to the advocated referendum proposed by the National Conference of the 2014 despite 

its obvious limitations. Terrorist activities are often perpetrated undercover of implosive political rhetoric.    

Third, in the new cause of terrorism, and in the consideration of the risk posited by the law of statistical average that 

some attack will definitely get through, what are the possibilities of developing a super Terrointelligence corridor 

backed by proactive political will and superior military capability as efficient and effective response to the demands 

and effects of the new threat posture? How could the current wave of 'Intelligence-terrorism' that is exploited by 

Power, terrorists and criminal experts in the contemporary times be harnessed and made a dependable defence 

against terrorism and proliferation of organized, transnational, transliteral, trans-counter-intelligence, 

counterterrorism, counter insurgency and counter-poverty crimes? Outcomes of Terrointelligence evaluation and 

monitoring argue that since intelligence and power are at the centre of the current wave of terrorism, terror and 

revolutions, the primacy of global action should begin and centre on securing strategic intelligence, strengthening 

and righting global political institutions to credibly detect, counter and deter disastrous infractions. As intelligence 

is the first line of defence against terrorism, there is urgent need to develop concerted, coordinated, 

interoperational, multidimensional global political action against all forms of causal and effectual activities against 

human freedom and dignity of persons. The attempt is to discursively dissect, highlight and measure the intricate 

but cataclysmic relationship between Power, Intelligence and Terrorism on the one hand, and the possibility of a 

new framework that studies the intelligence and intelligibility of terror, neo-terrorism. It includes careful 
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measurement and evaluation of the effects on the terror-traumatized vis-à-vis trauma-terrorized– humans, animals 

and nature; all examined in a new framework designated as Nexus of Terrointelligence Strategy.  

The Nexus of Terrointelligence Strategy 

One of the greatest obstacles to global peace is the apparent lack of strategic discourse on the science of 

Terrointelligence. Terrointelligence in this direction is the critical study of intelligence as intelligence, intelligence as 

terror/ism, knowable capabilities of terrorists, acts of terrorism, trauma-terrorized vis-à-vis terror-traumatized, 

economy of terrorism, impact of ecoterrorism and meta-analysis of critical studies on intelligence and terror. It is 

important to emphasize that the continued devastating effects of terrorism on national ecology/ecosystems directly 

affect the quality of sustainable livelihoods. Thus, to determine the ecology of terrorism involves measurement 

and/or assessment of the impact of terrorism on the environment, social interactions and core welfare indicators 

among biotic and abiotic components in a given ecological boundary. The problem now as ever is to determine the 

bases, foci/targets, and capabilities of the new threat posture. What are the causes on course – political, religious, 

historical, economic, psychological, ideological, hegemonic?  

Global Terror 

In examining the cases of terrorism today, the first approach of science is to articulate a common framework for 

understanding the meaning and implication of human and political terrorism. It is time for international community 

to rise against human and political terrorism in all its multivariate aspects. It takes uncommon will to define and 

implicate terms of human terrorism: Who is terrorizing whom? What acts could be described as terrorist and as not 

– politically undermined acts, economic exploitation and impact of the acquisition, control and exercise of weapons 

of mass death? The worst of political terrorism is arbitrariness and the continued surreptitious abuse of political 

processes, reign of terror, impunity and flagrant abuse of the rule of law political sovereigns. It includes deliberate 

undermining and subversion of legitimate authority often for personal or elite than national interest. Nothing can 

be more terrifying like global inaction in the rage of gruesome mass murder or violence, coercive eclipse of public 

order and freedom, wanton destruction of lives and properties, periodic spread of humanly simulated, induced 

and/or acquired Biological (viral), chemical  diseases, deliberate dilapidation of natural ecological systems, 

unconventional support or simulation of internecine conflicts and civil wars in pursuit of ‘political interest or 

deviants’, trending axis of terror, radical spread, pursuit or implementation of extreme religious ideologies. Further, 

Political terrorism as variant of global terror exists and transmute nationally, regionally and internationally in various 

forms like sustained abuse of office, political misrule, financial crimes and criminality, merchandize of proceeds of 

corruption and criminality and the increasing rate of political bigotry in most climes. In most developing countries, 

the twain evils of political terrorism and the ‘dependency paradox’ couched with litany of ‘neo-ism’ are mutually 

reinforcing, coalesced and evident in the per capita welfare indicators of the peoples and nations. A critical 

examination of the fundamental issues of terrorism and terror warfare demands urgent and justifiable international 

classification and declassification of crimes and criminality, freedom and terrorism, justice and peace based on 

intellectual rigorism of cause and effect.  

Terrointelligence Categories 

The study of Terrointelligence strategy vis-à-vis the impact on globalization is further examined under the following 

broad schematic assumptions: 

a) the first line of defence against terrorism is intelligence, 

b) the first line of offence against terrorism is intelligence; 

c) intelligence is the first act of terrorism against terrorist; 

d) intelligence is the last line defence against terrorism; 

e) that terrorism is intelligence warfare; 

f) that terrorism implicates the gross abuse of intelligence; 
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g) that terror warfare implicates the abuse of ‘special sciences’; 

h) that the fourth wave of Terrointelligence strategy is the inevitable emergence of ecoterrorism and/or its impact 

on humans. Based on the above 8-schematic frameworks, Terrointelligence strategy is generally categorized 

into five broad divisions with several layers of subdivisions: 

1. Defensive intelligence terrorism  

2. Offensive intelligence terrorism 

3. Intelligence as terrorism of the terrorists 

4. Terrorism as abuse of (human) intelligence 

5. Terrorism as inhuman, nescient and unreasonable 

For instance, the case of Iraq is considered quite critical since the bases of offence and defence are largely 

intelligence and terror. The scenario posits the defence of sovereign integrity as necessitated by the offensive 

defence of sovereign interest.  

Intelligence and ‘Powerism’  

The Politics (and the security issues) of the millennial Terrorism (Neo-terrorism) and the increasingly uncertain and 

disastrous conditions of the terrorized around the globe have obviously shown the complex structural dimensions 

of the threats of new forms of terror (Neo-terrorism). Terrointelligence apart from studying the relationship between 

intelligence and terrorism also examines major policy impact of political actors of regional and global regimes with 

a view to abstract the necessary relationship between Intelligence (in its different operations), Terror (as inevitable 

consequence of intelligence-terrorism/manipulations) and Power (as the differential politics between Terror and 

Intelligence). As such the discourse on Terrointelligence is all about the analysis of the interarching and overarching 

forces of Terror, Intelligence and Power (TIP). The nexus of TIP is variably studied under the following theoretical 

modules of Terrointelligence referred as TIP10: 

TIP-1 deals with the general theoretical categories of the complexity of Terror, Intelligence and Power; 

TIP-2 deals with the strategic culture of Intelligence, terror and terrorism in the new millennium (examining the 

terrorist line of action versus Claims of responsibility); 

TIP-3 deals with the nexus between intelligence, terror and strategy; 

TIP-4 examines intelligence qua intelligence vs intelligence as power; 

TIP-5 examines the capacities of terror as terrorism vis-à-vis strategy of terrorizing the terrorist; 

TIP-6 deals with the ecology of terrorism, environmental impact analysis (EIAs) and necessity of sustainable 

livelihoods; 

TIP-7 examines the nexus of terror relating to the different layers of the trauma-terrorized vs terror-traumatized on 

the scale of Social impact analysis (SIAs); 

TIP-8 measures the political layers and links between political terrorism and strategic terrorism (Trends of Neo-

terrorism);  

TIP-9 measures the impact of good or sound governance in deescalating neo-terrorism; 
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TIP-10 measures the quality in quantity of international efforts to control neo-terrorism;  

4.  Prospecting the Future of our Common world: 

 Immediacy of actionable International framework 

The need for international community to amass and shore up greater responsiveness and responsibility to define 

and defend a common term of reference that will inclusively galvanize all efforts to form dynamic network of 

Terrointelligence Super Corridor against intelligence abuse and political terrorism is more auspicious now than ever. 

International community is best positioned to explore and exploit the plethora of globalization benefits to coordinate 

and advance all international, regional and national counter terrorism frameworks and counter intelligence 

operations around the world.  

Realizably, the challenges of the UN in the 21st century are enormous. Often time such challenges charge the 

Authority of Heads of States and Governments of the United Nations to pursue common interests that promote 

states’ national interests without compromising its founding principles. This cannot be achieved without supporting 

the comity of nations with conscionable and actionable whirlpool of political power to guard and defend 

international activities of the UN beyond its seemly ineffective and bloated structure. Such political consensus 

championed by common will than hegemonic antagonisms of world powers will create the needed international 

synergy to fight all forms of deprivations, intrusive politicking and arbitrariness of divide and rule affecting key 

functions of the United Nations. Charged international environment will power intelligence sufficiently and 

efficiently to terrorize the terrorists if not obliterate the ideology completely. This is borne out of the conviction that 

defending, securing and prospecting the future of our common world is a collective responsibility.  

It is important to realize that since terrorists are part and parcel of our world, live and populate across communities 

and nations of peoples and not a bunch of supernatural humans, it is important to invest in critical communicative 

intelligence using technology to tract interoperation precisions in enforcing global action against terrorism. 

Strengthening institutional authorities via promotion of good governance initiatives and coordinating powers of 

individual nations across all regional and international organizations are paramount. This will undoubtedly enable 

gigantic intelligence nexus among nations, communities and peoples of the world. Therefore, without compromising 

individual national diversities, greater efforts should be garnered towards promoting responsible and popular 

political leadership across nations of the world since corrupt and unpopular regimes have been variously implicated 

in exacerbating wittingly and unwittingly the spread of neo-terrorism within and across international boundaries. It 

is achievable and profoundly expeditious to delimit the boundaries of terror through concerted and strategic 

actionable frameworks for peace in our turbulent world. 

Conceptualizing Peace as the basis of our Humanity 

From Prehistory to Science, Modernity to ‘Digiworld’ man continually evolves and involves primitive, concerted, and 

consolidated efforts, resources and initiatives to extract, define and defy the politics of peace. These continual 

struggles characterize man’s naturality and livability. Greeco-Roman, African, Western and Asian Philosophers and 

Scientists in one way or the other alluded to these age-long consequences and outcomes of our humanity in conflict. 

Great Philosophers and social scientists, while expounding the boundaries of peace, wittingly or unwittingly have 

generated divergent politics and/or logic of Terror. Some define Peace in relation to the laws of nature: “The laws 

of Nature are immutable and eternal; for injustice, ingratitude, arrogance, pride, iniquity, acception of persons, and 

the rest, can never be made lawful. For it can never be that war shall preserve life, and peace destroy it.” (Hobbes, 

Leviathan Ch. XV, 38) Hobbes argues that “The first and fundamental law of Nature, which is, to seek peace and 

follow it.” (Hobbes, Leviathan Ch. XIV 4) Peace therefore defines the psychology, quiddity, character and reciprocity 

of social contract: 

“From this fundamental law of nature, by which men are commanded to endeavour peace, is derived this 

second law: that a man be willing, when others are so too, as far north as for peace and defence of himself 

he shall think it necessary, to lay down this right to all things; and be contented with so much liberty against 

other men as he would allow other men against himself. For as long as every man holdeth this right, of 

doing anything he liketh; so long are all men in the condition of war. But if other men will not lay down their 

right, as well as he, then there is no reason for anyone to divest himself of his: for that were to expose 
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himself to prey, which no man is bound to, rather than to dispose himself to peace. This is that law of the 

gospel: Whatsoever you require that others should do to you, that do ye to them.” (Hobbes, Leviathan, Ch. 

VI) 

Hobbes argues the essence of peace as the triumph of reason over evil insisting that the nature of Man is “... worst 

of all, [in] continual fear, and danger of violent death; and the life of man, solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short.” 

(Hobbes, Leviathan, Ch. VI) He further contends that “A ‘law of Nature,’ lex naturalis, is a precept or general rule 

found out by reason by which a man is forbidden to do that which is destructive of his life or taketh away the means 

of preserving the same, and to omit that by which he thinketh it may be best preserved.” (Hobbes, Leviathan, Ch. 

IV, 3) St. Thomas Aquinas, in his Summa Theologica, defined peace as the tranquility of order, flowing necessarily 

from the will. Luigi Civardi expatiated the Thomistic notion of Peace – “tranquility of order, particularly in the will” 

to mean: the absence of disturbances, disorders, and of strife; and such tranquillity rests upon order, which comes 

from the regular convergence of means to an end, by virtue of which everything finds itself in its proper place. True 

order is first of all that internal and moral order that is found in wills before it is found in things, in wills guided by 

justice, which is respect for the right of all and each (Civardi 1961).  

Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778) in his Discours sur l'origine et les fondements de l'inégalité parmi les hommes 

(Discourse on the Origin of Inequality) (1755), opines that “every variety of injustice found in human society is an 

artificial result of the control exercised by defective political and intellectual influences over the healthy natural 

impulses of otherwise noble savages” (Kemerling 2011).  He proposed in his discourse on Du contrat social (On the 

Social Contract) (1762) that what is needed is diligent, popular, and responsive society ordered unanimously by the 

rule of law; that is, “… a civil society voluntarily formed by its citizens and wholly governed by reference to the 

general will [Fr. volonté générale] expressed in their unanimous consent to authority” (Kemerling 2011). 

John Locke, (1632 -1704), a critical philosopher of repute whose currents of thought greatly influenced not only the 

European Enlightenment but for the most part the cradle of modern philosophical empiricism and political liberalism 

of the Seventeenth Century underscored the sublime relationship between political power and what he refers to as 

Political society in the overall provision of Public Good. He contends that political power is the right of making, 

enabling and enforcing laws that are consistent with the natural law and ordained for public good than for self-

aggrandizement, subjugation and subversion. In Chapter VIII of the Second Treatise, Locke underlined the critical 

importance of Social contract for the proper functioning of the political society ordered by the rule of law: 

In the community created by the social contract, the will of the majority should prevail, subject to the law 

of nature. The legislative body is central, but it cannot create laws that violate the law of nature, because 

the enforcement of the natural law regarding life, liberty, and property is the rationale of the whole system. 

Laws must apply equitably to all citizens and not favour particular sectional interests, and there should be 

a division of legislative, executive, and judicial powers. The legislature may, with the agreement of the 

majority, impose such taxes as are required to fulfill the ends of the state—including, of course, its defense. 

If the executive power fails to provide the conditions under which the people can enjoy their rights under 

natural law, then the people are entitled to remove him, by force if necessary. Thus, revolution, in extremis, 

is permissible—as Locke obviously thought it was in 1688 (Encyclopaedia Britannica) (Rogers 2016). 

Locke’s account of Political Power and Political Society is quite distinguishing: a) Power as ethical imperative; b) 

Power exists necessarily for Public Good; c) His integration of individualism within the framework of the law of nature 

and d) his account of the origins and limits of legitimate government authority; e) the overall importance of popular 

sovereignty and legitimacy is typical (Rogers 2016). It is deducible from the Orient traditions of the Hammurabi (1750 

BCE), Confucius (551–479 BCE), Socratic Wisdom to Platonic notion of Justice in the Republic, the Philosopher King 

of The Statesman and the more balanced political philosophy of The Laws, that the great debate on Justice and Peace 

remains prima facie question of Political Philosophy and International Relations of all time. The question of Justice 

and Peace is the fundamentum relationis of not only political thought but is the crux of humanity and social contract. 

Freedom for Kant (1724 – 1804) remains an innate human right: “There is only one innate right,” says Kant, “Freedom 

(independence from being constrained by another’s choice), insofar as it can coexist with the freedom of every other 

in accordance with a universal law” (Metaphysics of Morals, 6:230-7).  
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The importance of political thinkers of the 18th and 19th Century like Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) The Critique of Pure 

Reason, Edmund Burke (1729-1797) and John Stuart Mill (1806-1873) on Liberal conservatism and Economic 

liberalism of post-industrial civilization is unprecedented. By defining peace loosely as the boundaries of terror, 

conflict and war, the attempt is to extract the praxis of peace as in the notion of ‘the good in the bad and terror as 

bad in the good’ since peace security involves larger issues of interdisciplinary, interdependent, and intertwining 

political, economic and philosophical conceptualizations. Peace is not only justiceable, natural but essentially human 

security while Terrointelligence arguably becomes the teleological instrument of peace. Justice and Peace essentially 

become the logic of Terrointelligence. 

Justice; the foundation for international freedom   

For all things, at all times and circumstances, Justice remains the basis for lasting peace and cardinal to control of 

terrorism. It goes a length to establish that at the defining moments of terrorism and the reels of the Claims of 

responsibility is the compelling demand for social justice. Luigi Civardi argues that “Justice is the guardian of order 

and, consequently, of peace. Without justice he contends “men would always be fighting like wild beasts over the 

prey. … it is possible to have a purely external, mechanical, apparent, unstable order, liable to be broken with every 

wind that blows; and order resting on the points of bayonets” (Civardi 1961).  That is, without justice, the world 

would be ridden in violence, fear and conflict. Justice is cardinal for the triumph of peace and success of the war on 

terror, without which Hobbes insists that life becomes brutish, selfish, repressive and overly inhuman. This is 

corroborated by the saying that:  “fiat justitia, pereat mundus” – let justice be done, though the world should perish!” 

(Civardi 1961) It is the foundation for human and international freedom. It is strongly argued as the uncommon 

solution to a world ravaged by terror. Therefore, peace as the ordinance of justice is human, spontaneous and the 

fruit of harmony and cooperation (Civardi 1961). 

Resolving our Humanity in Conflict 

The term Humanity in conflict contextually refers to all persons and victims of terror-traumatization, persons and 

victims trapped in vulnerable conditions and uncertainty, victims of fear, extreme poverty, disease and hunger, 

victims of terror-induced conflicts, ecoterrorism and natural disasters, victims of inaction and international injustice, 

persons and victims especially women and children forced into social, psychological, economic captivity and 

depravity by all forms of global neo-terrorism and global war against terror. It also includes victims especially women, 

minors and dependants born and bred in extreme socio-political conditions of terror whose lives and conditions are 

irreparably damaged, foreclosed or deprived for no fault of theirs and are prone to violence as means of self-

expression. The study strongly argues that one of the deepest means of resolving tractable and intractable issues 

around our humanity in conflict precipitated by global circle of terror is by increasing access to justice and justice 

education as the foundation of freedom and peace; that unlock the unfathomable potentials of human dignity in 

larger freedom across human societies, that obliterate palpable conditions for war and conflict; that secure our 

humanity in mutual respect for fundamental rights.     

5. Conclusion 

How do we consider the possibility of a world devoid of terrorism, terror activities and perhaps intelligence 

revolution? How realizable is this postulation, and what are the defining instruments and structure that could 

generate such liberation? How long shall the international community remain reactionary and deeply divided on 

issues that affect our common future and livelihood? Where is the humanity of our deeply divided world, our 

commonwealth – our common future? The study advocates the prerogative of Terrointelligence studies in 

International relations, among Communities, Nations, Security communities, informed Media and Academia. This 

will necessarily lead to the possibility of a new world order based on the tenability of these assumptions: 

1. That Terrorism will transform to peace and liberation struggles;  

2. That Terrorists will no longer wish to terrorize either a) for end of terrorism or b) for the end of ‘special needs 

or interests.  
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3. That the world becomes intelligence community and security platform against Neo-terrorism, social injustice 

and all precipitant practices against global peace; 

4. That the war against Terror and Neo-terrorism becomes that of ‘everywhere there is war but no enemy to fight 

vis-à-vis where there is enemy there is no threat of war’ providing the nexus of globalized national, regional and 

international freedom. It will lead to a situation where nations of the world will inalienably respect the 

fundamental dignity of persons and the supremacy of justice and peace in the conduct of international affairs. 

This will lead to the much-desired global peace where everybody lives for the other because of the reasons of 

humanity, beyond the antagonisms of race, creed or culture. That is, we secure our humanity as our commonwealth, 

our common future. Therefore, Terrointelligence in all its forms, structure and categories sufficiently unlocks the 

windows of equity, justice and peace, freedom, and prosperity among nations, regions and the world. The future of 

our common world lies essentially in the new framework of peace, justice and collective security. It is only in freedom 

nurtured by justice and peace not fear, force or subjugation that collective security, which is the foundation of 

international community and dignity of our humanity thrives and sustains. FREEDOM – option for terrorism, is the 

basis of Terrointelligence studies. 
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